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Qolour-b'lindness, there is a still larger number of cases where
no such consideration is extended to them, and where dis-
missal is necessarily followed by the greatest hardship, and
often by-absolute ruin.

5. The zaethod of testing colour-blindness or any defect in
rvision must be improved-

(a) By being done by competent medical examiners.
(b) In a room specially set apart for this purpose, and

ifitted with artificial light of a standard which would supply
equal illuminating power all the year round and obviate the
,varying and unsatisfactory results of tests, applied at one
.time in the strongest light of midsummer, and perhaps
another-during the fogs of midwinter.

I have almost finished. It is sixteen years since I first
became interested in the subject of colour-blindness. That
interest very soon gave way to anxiety and the keenest regret
on recognising the fact that colour-blindness in the mer-
-cantile marine personnel was a double-edged sword, involving,
if undiscovered, in the gravest danger, the sea-travelling
-community, while, if detected, entailing the destruction of the
hopes, home, and career of the unfortunate possessor.

I have endeavoured to impress these two facts alike on the
ishipowners in the interest of their passengers and on the
Board of Trade in the interest of the sailor. My efforts have
4been but partially successful. The Board of Trade still
permit colour-blind and defective sighted boys and men. to
-enter the sea profession; the shipowner-though he may not
know it-still employs colour-blind and defective-sighted
-officers. I personally know of more than forty of such at sea
to-day. Who are we that we should blame these unfortunate
men ? The Government that has permitted them to enter
the sea profession, then destroyed their opportunity of becom-
ing officers, casts them aside like clods and the men have to
.choose between literal starvation and a return to the sea life.
And, verily, we reap our reward. The main cause of the ap-
palling loss of life at sea is collision. The main cause of col-
-lision is the want of a proper look-out. From year to year
the nation is stirred to its very depths by some fearful cata-
strophe by which in a few moments the sea entombs hundreds
,of precious lives. Are they the victims of an unfortunate,
who, at a critical moment, failed to discrimate between a red
rand a green light ?

Let those who would lightly say, " it is not possible," pause
.and listen to the following quotation taken verbatim from the
Times, February 5th, I889.
A terrible calamity occurred in the English Channel on Sunday night.

During fine clear weather two vessels which had had each other in sight
'ior at least a couple of miles came into collision and sank within fifteen
minutes, leaving their crews struggling amid the wreckage in the sea.
'Of forty-two men twenty-three went down, and, all would inevitaoly have
perished but for the presence of a tug on the scene. All inquiries re-
sspecting the cause of this disaster lead to the same conclusion that it was
-due to one of those astounding errors of judgment on the, part of one or
other of the navigators, which seems to defy all attempts at reasonable
-excuse. Each blames the other.

Does anyone still think it unlikely ? Then listen to one
maore quotation from the Times of August 20th, i888.
It is admitted that the vessels knew of one another's proximityfor

-aeveral minutes before the one dashed into the other. The weather was
not at fault, the sea was not unusually high, there was no fog at the crisis -
.each saw the other approaching in time to put a mile between them, and
yet five minutes saw the whole tragedy played out and 105 men and women
rbave actually been sacrificed. But there ought to be some means of
zabolishing disasters like this of Sable Island altogether. Here was
,neither recklessness nor calculated audacity, nor lethargy. All due
-vigilance seems to have been exerted, and on both sides. But somebody,
whether on board the Geisler or on the Thingvalle, must be responsible,
though probably no penalty can ever be exacted. The rule of the road at
-sea itself needs to be brought to trial, if two well-found ocean steamers
-in ordinary Atlantic weather, with crews and officers reasonably on the
rlook-out, can, either by its observance or non-observance, find themselves
zsuddenly locked in a murderous embrace. The rule oughtto be so simple
.-and unmistakable. as to render a collision in the circumstances of last
'Tuesday impossible. Controversies, of which our columns havefrequently
been the scene, prove that sailors, lawyers, and merchantq have not as
yet been perfectly successful in devising one adequately free from ambi-
rguities. The awful end of the Gei8ler is additional testimony to their
failure. The world has a right to demand of maritime experts rules on
the subject of collisions which only blind men or madmen shall be able
tto misunderstand or disobey.

The Times, in this last sentence, most unconsciously hit on
Ahe real cause of these terrible collisions, and just so long as
onen blind to colours-and therefore blind to every rule
devised- for safe navigation',by night-are tolerat'ed under any

circumstances in the mercantile marine, just so long may we
expect to hear of these terrible disasters.
Of the many thousands of collisions that have taken place

our mighty Board of Trade has never-no, not in a single case
-has never instituted an inquiry into thc eyesight of a sur-
viving officer or look-out, but on the contrary has contemptu-
ously declined to do so. Sailors, lawyers, and merchants
have failed, while we, the ophthalmic section of the medical
profession, have for nearly fifty years been crying in the
wilderness.

CORRIGENDUM.-The paper on Thyroid Extract in Lupus,
published in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of- October 24th,
p. 1200, was wrongly attributed to Dr. Barclay, of Wetheral.
The author is Dr. John Barclay, of Banif.

A CASE OF LEONTIASIS OSSEA.
By JAMES YOUNG, M.D.,

Medical Officer of Health, St. George's, Bristol.

THEI term " leontiasis ossea." by which Virchow descriied a
rare affection which has as its distinguishing pathological
feature a hyperostosis of the bones of the face and cranium,
has been widely applied to express a variety of conditions of
these parts. The most limited, and perhaps also the ,most
generally recognised, as well as the most correct, application
of this term is, however, to that condition in which the
frontal and superior maxillary bones are alone involvedJ and tli~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r.
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Fig I.-From a photograph taken eighteen years ago.

the.e being implicated in the manner described by Vir4cow
produce the deformity which has given the disease its name.
In the present case the term is used to describe a condition

in which symmetrical prominent bosses of bone developed on
the superior maxilhie, and to a less degree upon the frqntal
bones. The superior maxillie were thickened generally,,and
there was also distinct prominence and thickening of ithe
supraorbital ridge on each side, more marked perhaps on the
right. As a result of the thickening of the bones in-that
region the orbital cavity had become diminished in size, pro-
ducing the condition of exophthalmos and ectropion, wh,ch
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